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In summation, of what the prosecutor says: the following is fair.  That I, the accused

should be forced to accept punishment: “you shall work for us, at whatever it is you can do, to
accumulate the money we demand (not the same punishment for all: unfair, BECAUSE we do
not all make the same money per hour or job; the poor are enslaved, the rich go free)/ OR we,
the leaders;  shall strip rights & we do threaten with imprisonment, “calling it contempt”. If you
refuse.  That fact identifies, a true need:   to redefine punishment, as fair and equal for all.

WE TAKE this right as a society upon you/ because your actions have been declared a
threat to us all.  Therefore your behavior is deemed, to have, “In essence”;  risked all our lives.

MY COUNTERSUIT to that claim is:
That the leaders, and primary controllers/ including its manipulators;   of this

society have indeed threatened me, us all, our nature, and even this world so
substantially, and with such severity of failure: TO RESPECT OUR LIVES, OUR
EVERYTHING.  That they now have agreed, to gamble every living creature on earth,
even the planet: by their arrogance.   Risking everything;  on their university born
theories.  Fully knowing, that failure is the end of our world.  For that, no conceivable
threat exists; from an action, that is so inconsequential, that the police officer agreed:  
NO threat, NO risk to any life was exhibited by me upon society; at the time this ticket
took place.  An audio tape, refused to me; would agree. A simple: didn’t come to a full stop.

I therefore countersue:   that this jury should declare, “the guaranteed
constitutional right that is redress of grievances in this state and this nation:  
should be granted.  For the distinct purpose of investigating those WHO DO
THREATEN OUR LIVES, even our very existence as a world; in this very day.   As is
consistent with the truth, and the purpose of     “WE THE PEOPLE”.   The true
government by inheritance, and right of war (we died for democracy): the USA; this
nation and this state called ILLINOIS.  A valid, immediate, and true demand:   because
the extreme threats witnessed too herein.  Provide NO SECOND CHANCES.  Their
gamble is, alive or dead, as a world.   WE DESERVE THE RIGHT/ OWNERSHIP/
AND AUTHORITY, to decide if these who lead us;  may proceed.  Your vote is: yes, or no!


